Access Checklist

___  Taken General Laboratory Safety Course (offered by Environmental Health and Safety)

___  Filled out and handed in Cleanroom Access Form.

___  Contacted by email (jpalmer@princeton.edu) Joseph Palmer, Ops Manager for access to Blackboard for PRISM Safety Quiz.

___  Taken and passed PRISM Safety Quiz. Contact Joseph Palmer to confirm this step is completed.

___  Taken (undergrads) or am registered for (graduate students) the appropriate Introduction to Microfabrication’ lab course.

When all this is done, you will need to schedule a cleanroom tour with Joseph Palmer. In addition to the tour (to familiarize yourself with the lab), you will be given:
- A photo-ID badge and prox card
- A locker
- Cleanroom suit and hood
- Storage box (if needed)
- Splash goggles and impact goggles
- A tutorial on using the Reservation System

New users are required to supply their own substrates, tweezers and containers/glassware for processing. A variety of resists, solvents, acids, and other chemicals are available in the laboratory.